Tennis Match Results  
Boston College vs N.C. Central  
Apr 04, 2015 at Durham, N.C.  
(Duke Indoor Tennis Courts)  

Boston College 4, N.C. Central 3

**Singles competition**

1. KILUMETS,Kert (NCCUM) def. Philip Nelson (BC) 6-4, 7-5  
2. GERASIMOV,Daniil (NCCUM) def. Hank Workman (BC) 6-2, 7-6  
3. EAST,William (NCCUM) def. Aidan McNulty (BC) 4-6, 6-3, 6-4  
4. Kyle Childree (BC) def. HOYTE,Jamal (NCCUM) 6-1, 6-0  
5. Kent Mukai (BC) def. PERSICO,Thomas (NCCUM) 6-2, 6-1  
6. Will Turner (BC) def. KIENKA,Tamina (NCCUM) 6-3, 6-3

**Doubles competition**

1. Kyle Childree/Hank Workman (BC) def. EAST,William/KIENKA,Tamina (NCCUM) 8-5  
2. Philip Nelson/Aidan McNulty (BC) def. GERASIMOV,Daniil/GEORGE,Fabrice (NCCUM) 8-3  
3. KILUMETS,Kert/PERSICO,Thomas (NCCUM) def. Matt Wagner/Jeffrey Melvin (BC) 8-3

Match Notes: 
Boston College 7-12  
N.C. Central 8-9  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (4,5,6,1,3,2)